Abstract
Introduction
Recently support \'ector machines have been applied to many practical pattern recognition prohlems such as handwritten digits [I] . object detection [Zj and specifically face detection 131. One drawback when applies S V M decision rule to practical problems is the computational complexity it involves due to large number of support vectors learnt from huge amount o f training data This problem has recently attracts considerable attentions among which Burges 14) proposed a reduced set vectors method (RVs). 
Reduced Set Vectors
Kernel-based SV classifiers implicitly map the data 
Computing the First RV
For the case of Gaussian kernel, [7] gives an analysis, and proposes an iteration procedure. The iteration uses
E a , exp(-llx, -z r l / '~( 2 0 2 ) ) N.
J i l to calculate the first reduced set vector z .
We found out that the iteration procedure ( 5 ) might be not convergent. We analyzed the problem and proposed a sufficient condition for convergence of ( 5 ) as a theorem proved at the appendix. Theorem 1 When all the coefficients a,,i = I,Z,,,.N have the same sign and 2 0 2 >nx(max((x: -x;l))', where n is the dimension of X andx: is the j-th component of x , , i , l = 1,2 ,_.., N,, the iteration ( 5 ) will converges with a randomly set initial value.
Based on theorem I, we developed the Pair-wise
Reduced set vector method.
Pair-wise Sequential RV
Rewrite the normal vector ( I ) as
Then accordingto theorem 1, ~~' a n d ' y "~~ can be approximated by yrp" = p,p'cp(zp"')and v;" = p y c p ( z y ) . It is not optimal to simply re-use the offset b of the original SV machine. We calculate an offset for each m to ensure that most of the positive samples will pass the RVP filters and he checked by the full SV machine. Training
We train the SV and RVP machine using SMO 
Results
We test the RVP machine on two image sets that totally contain 230 photographs with 545 faces. Note that the amount of the pairs of the RVs affects both speed and accuracy. After a trial and error procedure, we found that I O pairs of RVs is the hest choice for our case (about 5000 support vectors). To compare the RVP machine and the original SVM, We randomly select four images to compare both accuracy and speed of the RVP and SV method. Table I shows the four results, where "patches" is the number of sub image windows checked by RVP and SVM (un-rejected by MSC), "dip is the number of patches on which the two classifiers make different decisions, "li~ll" is the number of patches passed all the RVP filters thus caused a full SV computation, and Wr" is the ratio oftime (ms) used by SVM and RVP machine. Table 2 shows the test result of RVP machine on the (0.7%) test set. Figure I shows a result of detection. From 
